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Abstract —The pneumatic screw pump is a conveying unit. It conveys the material at required distance, required height
with required pressure. Amount of the material is regulated using air amount mixed with mat erial and pressure is
regulated by controlling pressure of the air mixing with material.. The pump works on the high speed air flow pressure
variation principle. Factors affecting performance of the pump are heat generated inside the pump, pressure in the
pump, occurrence of negative pressure, leakages in the pump. The ob jective of this paper is to reduce the heat generated
in the pump by doing chrome plating of the shaft and modifications in seal housing assembly, as this is the maximum heat
generated area when checked experimentally. Surface finishing of the shaft also reduces the friction and thereby heat
generation.
Keywords- seal housing assembly; grease spacer; chrome plating; pet coke; friction
I.
INTRODUCTION
The pumping system comprises of a stationary pump, a compressor, pipeline, and diverting valves. The
Pneumatic screw pu mp is shown in figure.1. Pu mp pushes the material like cement, coal, pet coke etc. fro m at mospheric
pressure range to the flow of conveying air of a pneumatic conveying airline wh ich is at over pressure. The pump is
designed according to high speed air flo w pressure variation princip le. When powder is delivered to Hopper and mixing
chamber continuously and evenly, high pressure air flows out and then it is mixed with powder. Next the mixtu re enters
into pipelines and pressure decreases gradually

Figure 1. Pneumatic screw pump

•
•
•

(source: AMCL Machinery ltd, Nagpur)

As maximu m te mperature occurred at seal housing assembly, that area is concluded as maximu m heat
generating area. And friction was considered as sole reason for heat generation as it contains seals, o rings, etc
components.
Heat generation will affect:
Failure of screw shaft because of deflection
Shorten the life of any Rubber part, seals
Change the viscosity of the bearing oil and eventually cause bearing failure
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To reduce heat generated, friction between shaft and seal housing assembly need to be reduced. Friction a nd
thereby heat generated can be reduced by surface finishing of the shaft, by using proper lubrication and cooling
techniques, by using sensors or alarms so that the maximu m temperature value should not be exceeded.
Chro me plat ing of the shaft can improve smoothness of the shaft. Hence friction will be less between shaft and
seal housing assembly. During grinding of the shaft, depth of 75 microns can be given to the shaft. Through this depth
plating will be done. Because of plating of the shaft, chances of replacing shaft is reduced, since if the shaft surface is
damaged, chro me plating can be done again and again. There is no need of chrome plating of the whole shaft as
maximu m frict ion occurs at of seal housing assembly. Hence only the shaft portion under seal housing assembly need to
be chrome p lated. Properties of the chromiu m are h igh hardness, Corrosion resistance, Wear resistant, Chro me p lating
can be used over a wide temperature range. Chro me plating area of the shaft is shown in figure 2.

Chrome plating area of the shaft

Figure 2. Chrome plating area of the shaft

II.

(source: AMCL Machinery ltd, Nagpur)

B ENEFITS OF CHROME PLATING
Smoothness of the shaft

Less coefficient of frict ion

Less heat generation

reduced shaft deflection

Lo w Bearing temperature

Bearing performance increases

Life of shaft increases

III.

CALCULATIONS FOR HEAT GENERATED DUE TO FRICTION B ETWEEN S EAL HOUS ING
ASSEMB LY AND S HAFT

Heat generation due to friction
Q = Ff * V
Where, Ff - friction force
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V- sliding velocity of the cylinder
since, shaft seals are rotational, heat generation is expressed in terms of rotational velocity ω
Q = Ff *ω*π*(router+ rinner)
Ff = μ* Fn
μ is the coefficient of friction
Fn is the normal force or weight
Q = μ* Fn *ω*π*(router+ rinner)
Total heat generated at seal housing assembly (for steel shaft):
Q = (2* QS) + QO + Q fp
QS is the heat generated due to friction between shaft and seals
QO is the heat generated due to friction between shaft and o‟ ring
Q fp is the heat generated due to friction between shaft and felt packing
Input data:
Data required for calculations
ω
μ for steel and rubber
μ for steel and o ring
μ for steel and felt packing
μ for chromium and rubber
μ for chromium and o ring
μ for chromium and felt packing
router for seals
rinner for seals
router for o ring
rinner for o ring
router for felt packing
rinner for felt packing

value
1450
0.4
0.4
0.28
0.25
0.25
0.15
46
40
42
40
43.5
40

units
RPM
m
m
m
m
m
m

Table 1. Input Data
Calcul ated values:
Calcul ated data
QS before chrome pl ating
QO before chrome plating
Qf p before chrome pl ati ng
QTotal
QS after chrome pl ating
QO after chrome plating
Qf p after chrome plating
Q’Total

values
0.76
0.195
0.695
2.41
0.48
0.122
0.372
1.45

units
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

Table 2. Calculated values
Fro m table 2., it is shown that after chrome plating, heat generation value reduces by 40% than the heat generation
before chrome plating.
Heat can also be reduced by a little amount by addition of a grease spacer in between two seals. Through this
spacer, grease is supplied. This grease will provide lubrication and will pass away the heat generated between shaft and
seals continuously. Addition of grease spacer is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Addition of grease spacer between two seals (source: AMCL Machinery ltd, Nagpur)
IV. LITERATUR E S URVEY
As bearing failure occurs due to more heat generation, in one of the paper [6] hot box detectors are used. The
fin ite element (FE) model was used to simulate different heating scenarios with the purpose of obtaining the temperatures
of internal co mponents of the bearing assembly, as well as the heat generation rates and the bearing cup surface
temperature. The results showed that, even though some rollers can reach unsafe operating temperatures but the bearing
cup surface temperature does not exh ibit levels that would trigger HBD (hot bo x detector) alarms.[6]
The pumping system incorporates only one component in the pipeline, allowing the pipeline to be ba ckpressurized fro m the silo to the blockage with air at a slightly h igher pressure than the conveying pressure. The back pressure then is released in a controlled manner such that the blockage is drawn through the conveying line. These
systems have been incorporated successfully in the control circuits of plants handling difficu lt -to-convey materials and
also have been used on conveying pipelines up to 1.5km in length [8].
Pneumatic screw pu mp have many application for handling different materials with high pressure. Because of
high pressure, and friction between mating surfaces , heat generation is more. For that cooling lubricants are used.
Contamination of the cooling lubricants which cannot be avoided completely often leads to premature wear, resulting in
loss of production and high maintenance costs.
The specially developed pump case is manufactured fro m silicon carb ide, the screw rods are made of specially treated
high-performance steel. This combination of materials prevents wear almost completely, re sulting in a maintenance-free
pump and an extrao rdinarily h igh efficiency. Depending on the design, this pump can be operated inside or outside of the
pumping mediu m and reaches delivery pressures of up to 150 bar [9].
It is recognized co mmonly that
Erosion α velocity^n

(1)

Where, the power index, n, is 2 for ductile materials and 6 for brittle materials [8]. Hence, one direct way of reducing
pipeline wear (e.g., pipe, bends). is to limit the „„natural‟ increase in velocity in the direction of flow _i. e., due to the
expansion of the carrier gas.. This can be achieved by increasing the bore of the conveying pipeline in the direction of
flow.
Other advantages of stepped-diameter pipelines include the min imization of pressure loss, air flow and hence, powe r
consumption, which are particularly important when considering long -distance and/or large-throughput applications. By
selecting accurate stepping pipe criteria and models to predict pressure drop [8], it is possible to optimize the design of
these pipelines and obtain more efficient transportation over longer conveying distances e.g., up to L=3 or 4 km. So me
examples of long-distance stepped-diameter pipeline systems include 100 t/hr of fly ash over 1.5 km [8] and 24 t/h of
pulverized coal over 1.8 km [8]
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Following numerous blockages on the test facilities at the University of Wollongong [8] attempted to determine the
minimu m conveying velocity of various materials over long distances , a pipeline unblocking system was developed and
installed at the end of the pipeline. Refer to Figure 4. for a typical arrangement.

Figure 4. Pipe unblocking system [ 8]
More demanding service requirements impose challenges on screw pump manufactures to provide higher pressure or
flow capability, better wear resistance, improved corrosion resistance and lower leakage emissions. Better materials and
more precise machining techniques as well as engineering innovation have led to imp rovements in all these areas. Single
screw pu mps, also known as progressive cavity pumps use an elastomeric stator and a flexib le jo int eccentric rotation
metallic screw. They are most commonly used for high solids content, viscous flows such as sewa ge, cement and other
difficult slurries
Three screw pumps are the largest class of multip le screw pumps in service today. They are common ly used for
mach inery lubricat ion, hydraulic elevators, fuel oil transport and burner service, powering hydraulic mach inery etc.
Three screw pu mps are renowned for their low noise levels, high reliab ility and long life.[ 7]
In twin screw the stationary bores in wh ich the screws rotate can be provided with a thick industrial hard chro me
coating which further reduces the likelihood of galling as well as providing a very hard, durable surface for wear
resistance. [7]
IV. CONCLUS ION
. Heat is generated because of friction between seal housing assembly and shaft. Hence if friction is reduced to
some extent, heat generation will also get reduced. Friction can reduced either by surface fin ishing of shaft or
electroplating of the shaft with hard and smooth material like chro miu m or nickel. As chromiu m can sustain more
temperature as co mpare to other electro plat ing materials, it can used in high temperature applications. Heat generation is
reduced by 40% after chro me p lating of the shaft.
By adding grease spacer in between two seals, heat generated can be reduced. Grease passing through the spacer
will carried out some of the heat and lubrication will also be provided
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